
Intercalation of H-Atoms into a Metal Oxide Crystal  

Solid-State Chemistry/Physics is an area of intense research.  More recently the field has 
been referred to with the more encompassing name of Material Science, creating new 
materials by altering the chemical structure.  

In lab this week we will change a poor-conducting metal oxide, WO3, into a conducting 
solid by adding a metal atom into an empty location in the WO3 crystal lattice.  The 
crystal structure of WO3 is octahedral with each tungsten atom having an oxygen 
coordination number of six, as is shown below.            

When some of the empty space in this crystal structure is filled with a metal atom (H, Na, 
K) the resulting solid is known as a tungsten bronze, because of it characteristic bronze 
color.  The process of adding an atom to a space in a crystal lattice is called intercalation.  
The addition of hydrogen metal atoms also reduces the tungsten from +6 to +5.  The 
added electron in this case is placed into the conduction band of the tungsten and the 
insulating WO3 becomes a conductor with the formula HxWO3.  

In lab today you will prepare a tungsten intercalation compound HxWO3 and measure the 
conductivity of HxWO3 and WO3.    

Procedure:  

WO3 is a skin irritant wear gloves when handling this compound and keep it in 
hood except when weighing it from the reagent bottle.  

In a small weigh boat measure approximately 0.5 g of WO3.  Do this by first 
recording the mass of the weigh boat then tapping in a small amount of WO3 from 
the reagent bottle.  Be sure the weigh boat is not on the balance while WO3 is 
added.  If you are over 0.5 g place the extra in an overflow jar provided.  Take 
your WO3 sample to the hood.  

Place about a ½ cm of WO3 in the center of a small capillary tube by scoping 
from the weigh boat and packing with a copper wire.  This is tedious so be 
patient.  

 



After the WO3 has been added to the capillary rewiegh the WO3 remaining in the 
weigh boat and begin the HxWO3 synthesis.  Set the capillary containing the WO3 

on a towel at your desk.   

HxWO3 Synthesis:  

In a hood place WO3 from the weigh boat in a 150 mL beaker.  Make an 
observation regarding the appearance of WO3 solid.   

Add 50 mL 6.0 M HCl(aq) while stirring with a glass stir rod.  

Add 2 g of zinc powder to the same beaker and stir.  Observe and record the 
changes during this reaction.  (Caution: This step will produce hydrogen gas, 
which is very flammable and explosive keep the reaction beaker in the hood.)  

The addition of zinc causes the reduction of the tungsten in the reaction: 

WO3 + x/2Zn WO3
x- + x/2Zn+2 

The H+ ions in solution are then intercalated into the reduced WO3
X  crystal  

WO3
x- + x H3O

+ HxWO3 + x H2O  

While one partner stirs the reaction in the hood the other partner can proceed to 
measuring the resistance of the WO3 in the capillary at your desk.  

When the reaction finishes (no further gas is evolved and the color of the WO3 

does not show further change), suction filter the reaction mixture through filter 
paper.  Allow the sample to dry with the vacuum applied for five minutes.   

Turn off the vacuum and remove the funnel.  Use your spatula to transfer the filter 
paper to a watch glass.  

The formation of the intercalation compound HxWO3 is judged by the color change of the 
reagent WO3.  Record the appearance of the filtered product.  



Measuring the Resistance of WO3 and HxWO3:  

Construct a resistance cell as shown below.  Insert a straight piece of copper wire 
about 1/3 of the way into a glass capillary tube.  You will need to sand off a 
plastic coating from the copper wire.  Push the open end of the tube into some 
WO3 (do this in the hood).  Flip the tube open-end up and tap the copper end 
against the bench top so that the WO3 falls into the tube.  Repeat until there is 
about 1/2 cm of solid in the tube.  Insert a second piece of straight copper wire 
into the open end, placing WO3 between the two wires.                 

Carefully, bend the wires at right angles so that they can be attached to the 
multimeter.  Place a rubber band around the length of the capillary tube to secure 
the wires.    

Obtained a multimeter from your TA or instructor.  Set the meter to read 
resistance, 200 Ohm.  Attach the leads of the multimeter to the copper wires of 
one of your resistance cells.  Record the resistance of the sample.  Repeat the 
resistance measurement for the other HxWO3 sample when it has dried.   

Prepare a second tube containing the HxWO3 compound.  Make sure that the 
length of the sample in the capillary is as close as possible to the first sample that 
you made.  Record the exact sample length for both resistance cells.    

Return the multimeter to your TA.  Disassemble your resistance cell, wash the 
copper wires and return them and the rubber band to the front of the room.  Empty 
both capillary tubes and place the empty glass in the broken glass box.  Place all 
the WO3 and HxWO3 into the labeled waste jars in the hood.  Clean your filter 
flask and funnel.  

Hand in your notebook pages.   

 


